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ABSTRACT

Voicing in stops is relatively hard to maintain
from an articulatory and aerodynamic standpoint.
Consonants with posterior constrictions (velars)
are more prone to devoicing than consonants
with more anterior constrictions (labials, coronals).
Aerodynamic accounts have linked this pattern to
the compliant tissue surface available for passive
vocal tract expansion. This study investigates
whether place of articulation plays a role in stop
devoicing in five Romance languages using large
corpora and automatic alignment with pronunciation
variants. Results show that voicing maintenance
patterns do not support an aerodynamic hypothesis:
In Romance languages velars do not devoice at
higher rates than labials and coronals. This suggests
other elements than articulation naturalness are at
play.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Maintaining voicing requires sufficient transglottal
airflow. In stops, air accumulates in the oral cavity,
reducing the oral and subglottal pressure gradient
which may lead to insufficient transglottal airflow
and result in voicing loss. This is known as
the Aerodynamic Voicing Constraint (AVC) [1, 2].
Certain places of articulation are more compatible
with voicing than others: It has been shown that
voiced stops are more marked the more posterior
the constriction location is [3] (i.e., voiced labials
and coronals are more frequent than voiced velars,
making /g/ a frequent phonological gap [4, 5]).
Initially this pattern was attributed to oral cavity
volume [6]: Pressure builds up faster in a posterior
constriction location leading to faster voicing loss in
velar stops.

Several studies [7, 8] have since shown that the
difference in cavity volume alone has a negligible
effect on pressure differences, and that the pattern

is more likely related to the compliant surface
available for passive enlargement of the vocal tract:
Stops with more anterior places of articulation have
more soft tissue available for increasing the vocal
tract volume (i.e., lowering the larynx, elevating the
soft palate, advancing the tongue root, depressing
the tongue body [9, 10]).

However, most studies investigating voicing
alternations as a function of place of articulation
are done in controlled, small-scale laboratory studies
(e.g., [11, 12]). Large scale cross-linguistic studies
are scarce. A recent corpus study investigating
the voicing of Danish stops in intervocalic position
[13] did not find the predicted pattern supporting
an aerodynamic account: The highest rate of
voicing was found for coronals, not velars. The
present study aims to test whether velar stops
are more prone to devoicing than their labial and
coronal counterparts in the European variants of five
Romance languages (French, Italian, Portuguese,
Romanian and Spanish), using large corpora and
automatic alignment with pronunciation variants.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Corpora and devoiced stop detection

The corpus consists of more than 1000 hours of
French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish
journalistic speech from TV and radio shows.These
corpora were acquired from the LDC and ELRA,
or developed during international projects: IST
ALERT for part of the data in French and Portuguese
[14, 15]; IRST for part of the data in Italian [16,
17] and OSEO Quaero [18, 19] for all languages.
Only European shows were kept in the final
corpus. Manual transcription was available for all
data, except for Romanian, which only had 7h of
manually transcribed data; The reminder of the
Romanian data was automatically transcribed using
a speech-to-text system [20].

An automatic speech recognition (ASR) system
[21] was used to carry out the forced alignment,
matching speech segments to their orthographic
transcription using language specific acoustic
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models and pronunciation dictionaries. A total of
486,366 bilabial, 1,557,644 coronal and 283,328
velar stops were labeled by the system across
the five languages. Table 1 shows the counts of
phonemically voiced stops in the corpora for each
of the five languages.

b d g Total
Fre 25,274 197,543 24,731 247,548
Ita 34,289 183,571 26,877 244,737
Por 26,689 119,566 25,125 171,380

Rom 100,518 398,219 87,399 586,136
Spa 299,596 658,745 119,196 1,077,537

Table 1: Counts of phonemically voiced stops per
language: French (Fre), Italian (Ita), Portuguese
(Por), Romanian (Rom), Spanish (Spa).

Following [21, 22], the dictionaries were enriched
with equiprobable pronunciation variants for stop
voicing (e.g., the Fr. beaucoup /boku/ ’a lot’
had four possible pronunciations: [boku], [poku],
[bogu], [pogu]) allowing the system to choose the
variant which best matches the language-specific
acoustic models. This method has proven reliable
and useful to the investigation of voicing and
devoicing in several recent works (Romanian [23],
French [24], Spanish [25, 26, 27], Italian [28] or
several Romance languages [29, 30, 31, 32]). The
rates of devoiced variants detected by the system are
given in Tab. 2 and illustrated in Fig. 1.

Language bilabial coronal velar
French 6.69% 6.7% 7.01%
Italian 7.58% 6.11% 8.25%

Portuguese 8.23% 15.12% 10.03%
Romanian 6.81% 8.28% 8.43%
Spanish 7.19% 8.79% 8%

Table 2: Percentage of bilabial, coronal and velar
devoiced stops per language.

2.2. Statistical analysis

Various phonetic and phonological factors have been
shown to correlate with loss of voicing. The
factors we are considering in this study are place
of articulation (PoA: bilabial, coronal, velar), stop
duration, language (French, Italian, Portuguese,
Romanian, Spanish), position in the word (initial,
medial, final), position in the syllable (onset,
coda), phonotactic complexity (singleton, cluster)
and voicing status of the previous and following
segment (pause, voiceless, voiced). The data was

Figure 1: Percentages of devoiced stops detected
in the corpora as a function of Language (from left
to right: French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish) and Place of Articulation (from left to
right: bilabial, coronal, velar).

modeled using a logistic regression and was largely
inspired by the analysis in [13]. The duration
variable was log-transformed in order to reach a
near normal distribution. Categorical variables were
contrast coded as follows: A sum contrast was
coded for binary variables (phonotactic complexity,
syllable position), theoretically motivated Helmert
contrasts were coded for the three-level variables
(see below) and deviation coding was used for the
five-level Language variable (i.e., each language was
compared with the overall mean of the Language
variable). Each term and their interaction with
place of articulation were added as factors to the
model. Since speaker information (speaker ID) was
not available for all data, random factors were not
included for the present analysis. Below we describe
the theoretically motivated Helmert contrast coding:

1. PLACE OF ARTICULATION
• velar contrast ∼ -1/3 bilabials, -1/3

coronals, 2/3 velars
• bilabials vs coronals: -1/2 bilabials, 1/2

coronals
2. POSITION IN WORD

• final contrast ∼ -1/3 initial, -1/3 medial,
2/3 final

• initial vs medial: -1/2 initial, 1/2 medial
3. VOICING ENVIRONMENT

• voicing contrast ∼ -1/3 pause, -1/3
voiceless, 2/3 voiced

• pause vs voiceless: -1/2 bilabials, 1/2
coronals

2.3. Predictions

Based on previous literature, we make the following
predictions for each of our model variables:

• PLACE OF ARTICULATION: higher rates of
devoicing in velar than in labial and coronal
consonants (velar > coronal > bilabial) [7]

• STOP DURATION: higher rates of devoicing in
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longer stops [32]
• LANGUAGE: no specific predictions
• POSITION IN WORD: higher rates of devoicing

in final position followed by initial and medial
positions (final > initial > medial) [29]

• SYLLABLE POSITION: higher rates of
devoicing in coda position (coda > onset) [33]

• PHONOTACTIC COMPLEXITY: higher rates
of devoicing in clusters than in singletons
(clusters > singletons)

• VOICING ENVIRONMENT: higher rates of
devoicing in pause or voiceless contexts (pause
> voiceless > voiced) [32]

3. RESULTS

Results will be presented in two stages. First we
report on overall tendencies for all variables (i.e., all
five languages pooled together). We then present
language-specific devoicing differences related to
place of articulation.

3.1. Overall trends

• PLACE OF ARTICULATION
– velar contrast ∼ velars do not devoice at

higher rates than bilabials and coronals
(opposite trend: Est.: -0.654994, t ∼ -
10.08, p<0.0001).

– labials vs coronals: coronals devoice at
higher rates than labials (1.116872, t ∼
18.923, p<0.0001).

• STOP DURATION: higher rates of devoicing
in longer stops (Est. -0.371034, t ∼ -44.202,
p<0.0001).

• POSITION IN WORD: higher rates of devoicing
in final position compared to initial and
medial positions (Est.: 0.503506, t ∼ 22.936,
p<0.0001) and higher rates of devoicing in
intial than in medial position (Est. -0.399143, t
∼ -49.466, p<0.0001).

• POSITION IN SYLLABLE: higher rates of
devoicing in coda position (Est.: 1.271676, t
∼ 69.280, p<0.0001).

• PHONOTACTIC COMPLEXITY: higher rates of
devoicing in clusters than in singletons (Est.:
0.147639, t ∼ 16.994, p<0.0001).

• VOICING ENVIRONMENT: lower rates of
devoicing if the previous or following segment
is voiced (previous: Est ∼ -1.44, t ∼ -144.634,
p<0.0001; following: Est.: -0.993, t ∼ -40.937,
p<0.0001) and lower rates of devoicing if the
previous or following segment is a pause when
contrasted with a voiceless stop (previous: -
0.461502, t ∼ -28.185, p<0.0001; following:

p>0.1).

The reported patterns are given in Tab. 3 and
illustrated in Fig. 2, which show the rates of
devoiced stops detected by the system for each of
our categorical variables (word position, syllable
position, phonotactic complexity, voicing status in
the previous and following segments) for all five
languages.

Variable Levels %
Word position initial 9%

medial 5.9%
final 35.9%

Syllable position onset 7.22%
coda 28.9%

Complexity singleton 7.9%
cluster 10.7%

Previous segment pause 21.6%
voiceless 19.5%
voiced 6.8%

Following segment pause 40.8%
voiceless 28.8%
voiced 7.5%

Table 3: Rates of devoiced stops detected in the
corpora for each categorical variable in the model.

Figure 2: Rates of devoiced stops detected in the
corpora for each categorical variable in the model.

3.2. Language-specific patterns

When modeling the velar and labial vs coronal
contrasts per language (comparing each language
with the overall mean of the LANGUAGE variable),
we find that the velar contrast (velars compared
to bilabials and coronals) is not significant for
Italian, Spanish and French (p>0.1). Romanian and
Portuguese pattern with the overall direction (velars
tend to devoice less than bilabials and coronals),
the effect being highest for Portuguese (Por: Est.:
-0.106281, t ∼ -4.842, p<0.0001; Rom: Est.: -
0.037202, t ∼ -2.204, p<0.05). When looking at
contrasts between bilabials and coronals, we find
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that there is no significant difference in devoicing
rates for Romanian and French (p>0.1). Portuguese
has significantly higher rates of coronal than bilabial
devoicing (Est.: 0.540493, t ∼ 25.003, p<0.0001).
Spanish and Italian both show patterns that support
aerodynamic accounts of voicing maintenance:
Bilabials tend to devoice more than coronals in both
languages, when compared to the overall mean (Ita:
Est.: -0.417066, t ∼ -20.304, p<0.0001; Spa: Est.:
-0.025293 t ∼ -2.090, p<0.05).
To sum up, velars do not devoice at higher rates
than bilabial and coronal consonants: No significant
effect was found for Italian, Spanish and French and
the opposite trends (i.e., velars devoice less than
bilabials and coronals) was found for Portuguese
and Romanian. The labial vs coronal contrast
seems to be more language-specific: In Italian
and Spanish, bilabials devoice at higher rates than
coronals, Portuguese shows the opposite trend
(coronals > bilabials) and Romanian and French
show no difference between bialabial and coronal
devoicing rates when compared to the overall mean.

4. DISCUSSION

The present study investigates whether there are
any differences in stop voicing maintenance based
on place of articulation in the European varieties
of five Romance languages. More than 1000
hours of journalistic speech were automatically
aligned using pronunciation variants, which allow
the system to automatically detect devoiced stops
based on language-specific automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems. By analyzing the
effect of place of articulation along with other
phonetic and phonological factors, we find that
our predictions based on aerodynamic accounts of
voicing maintenance are not confirmed: Stops with
more posterior constriction locations (velars) are
not more prone to voicing loss. Instead, in line
with previous studies [13], we find that coronals
tend to devoice at higher rates (a trend that is
mainly driven by the high coronal devoicing in
Portuguese). Several explanations can be put
forward. First, coronals tend to be more frequent
than bilabials and velars, and articulatory reduction
phenomena (e.g., glottis spreading) tends to occur
in more frequent environments. This is also the
case for our data (there are twice as many coronal
stops than velars and bilabials). Second, results
might be influenced by the high rate of coronal
devoicing found for Portuguese. Portuguese
has been shown to behave differently than other
Romance languages when it comes to voicing

patterns [11, 34]. Another explanation could be
that in languages which require actual vocal fold
vibration to cue the voicing-contrast, such as
Romance languages (with the possible exception of
Portuguese), speakers might adapt their articulatory
strategies to circumvent the AVC and maintain the
voicing contrast, as suggested by [35]. In other
words, the articulatory goal of vocal fold vibration
for voiced stops [36] is achieved by compensating
for the aerodynamic constraints.

Finally, there is also the issue of methodology.
The present study relies on language dictionaries
with pronunciation variants to detect devoiced
stops. When selecting the appropriate variant the
ASR system relies on acoustic features, which
aren’t accessible to us. Our analysis of the
variant selection is mostly phonological. To
thoroughly investigate the relationship between
place of articulation and voicing maintenance, as
well as language-specific differences within a single
language family, large-scale acoustic studies of
the data are planned. Acoustic analyses (e.g.,
voicing probability throughout the stop) would
give us a clearer picture of the stop devoicing
phenomenon. Furthermore, the present analysis
should be extended to languages that, similarly
to Romance languages, need vocal fold vibration
during the stop’s closure (Polish, Bulgarian,
Catalan, Dutch) as well as to languages that do not
rely on voicing during the stop’s closure (German,
English, Mandarin).
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